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What should be considered in using standard knee radiographs to estimate
mechanical alignment of the knee?Dr. Cooke and his colleagues correctly note that the relationship
between anatomical axis and mechanical axis of the knee can vary
as a result of many factors including ethnicity, gender, and, funda-
mentally, variations in bone geometry. We also agree with their
view that deformity patterns in patients with knee osteoarthritis
may vary by the ethnic origin, and varus deformity would be
much more common in Asian individuals1. However, considering
our ﬁnding that alignments in patients without osteoarthritis and
male osteoarthritic subjects differ from those in female patients
with severe osteoarthritis, we suspect that many unknown
acquired factors are associated with deformity patterns2, which
warrant future studies.
In addition, we certainly would like to echo their concern over
the validity of a standard 1417 inches knee radiograph to esti-
mate the mechanical axis of a whole limb. Nonetheless, the knee
radiographs would remain to be a standard radiographic tool for
practice or epidemiologic studies3,4 and are only the radiographic
information available in major total knee arthroplasty (TKA)
series in literatures5. Therefore, clinical values of the standard
knee radiographs cannot be deﬁed, and our study would provide
valuable insights when estimating mechanical axis using stan-
dard knee radiographs. Once again, we are grateful to Dr. Cooke
and his colleagues for their high appreciation of our study as
well as their substantial contribution to the literature regarding
this important issue.
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